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RECIPROCAL RELATIONSIN DISSIPATIONLESS HYDRODYNAMICSL. A. Melnikovsky *Kapitza Institute for Physial Problems, Russian Aademy of Sienes119334, Mosow, RussiaReeived May 26, 2014Hidden symmetry in dissipationless terms of arbitrary hydrodynamis equations is reognized. We demonstratethat all �uxes are generated by a single funtion and derive onventional Euler equations using the proposedformalism. Contribution for the JETP speial issue in honor of A. F. Andreev's 75th birthdayDOI: 10.7868/S0044451014120177I am enjoying the privilege to learn from Alexan-der Fedorovih Andreev for about 20 years. One ofthe doors he opened for me gives aess to the power ofhydrodynamis. The universal derivation proedure forits equations (seemingly pioneered by Landau) is basedpurely on the onservation laws and symmetry onsid-erations. In this paper, I would like to paraphrase thisproedure in a formal way without speifying a parti-ular system.Generi equations of hydrodynamis are ontai-ned [1℄ in loal onservation laws_y� + �jk��xk = 0: (1)Here and below, Latin supersripts are used for 3Dspae oordinates and Greek subsripts enumerate theintegrals of motion; summation over repeated indiesis assumed. Densities of these onserved quantities y�form a omplete set of proper thermodynami variablesand uniquely speify all loal equilibrium properties.In the dissipationless approximation, an additionalonservation law exists:_� + �fk�xk = 0; (2)where � is the entropy density,S = Z � dV:*E-mail: leva�kapitza.ras.ru

The entropy density is a funtion of state,d� = ���y� dy�: (3)Equations (1) have internal symmetry that is re-vealed if expressed in terms of the thermodynamiallyonjugate quantities (see [2℄)Y� = � ���y� :The transformation from y� to Y� is invertible and wean use either set of variables to haraterize the state.The �uxes jk� and fk generally depend on Y� (or,equivalently, on y�) and their spatial derivatives. Inthe dissipationless approximation, the dependene onspatial derivatives is negleted. We an therefore sub-stitute (3) in (2) and transform as follows:0 = ���y� _y� + �fk�xk = �Y� �jk��Y� + �fk�Y�� �Y��xk :This equation holds for arbitrary �Y�=�xk and the ex-pression in parentheses is identially zero:0 = Y� �j��Y� + �f�Y� = ��Y� (Y�j� + f)� j� :In other words, all �uxes j� are generated by a singlefuntion g, j� = �g�Y� ; (4)and the entropy �ux f is its Legendre transform:12 ÆÝÒÔ, âûï. 6 (12) 1313



L. A. Melnikovsky ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 146, âûï. 6 (12), 2014f = g � Y�j�: (5)This ompletes the proof that the matrix of deriva-tives �jk�=�Y� is symmetri,�j��Y� = �j��Y� ; (6)in agreement1) with Onsager's priniple [3℄.The proof does not rely upon any spei� propertyof the entropy itself. In fat, Eq. (2) is just one of loalonservation laws and �thermodynamially onjugatequantities� Y� ould have been de�ned with respet toany other integral of motion. In pratie, it might bemore onvenient to use energy rather than entropy forthis.To illustrate this formalism, we onsider a lassialideal �uid. Energy per unit volume E is a funtion ofother onserved quantities:dE = T d� +��� v22 � d�+ v dj;where � is the hemial potential, � is the mass density,v is the �uid veloity, and j is the momentum density.The onjugate variables are thereforeY� = �T; Y� = v2=2� �; Yj = �v:Due to the �uid isotropy, the generating funtion is

1) Marosopi reversibility implies that j� and Y� (or y�)behave oppositely under time reversal.

g = vh(T; Y�; v);where the salar h an be obtained from the identityj� = j = �v:�v = � �g�Y��T;v = �v��h���T;v :Realling the expression for the pressure di�erentialdp = � dT + � d�;we obtain h = �p. It an be easily veri�ed that thefuntion g = �pv generates onventional Euler �uxes:j� = � �g�Y��Y�;Yj = �v;�ik = jijk = � �gi�Yjk �Y�;Y� = pÆik + �vivk:REFERENCES1. L. D. Landau and E. M. Lifshitz, Fluid Mehanis,Pergamon Press, Oxford (1987).2. L. D. Landau and E. M. Lifshitz, Statistial Physis,part 1, Pergamon Press, Oxford (1980).3. L. Onsager, Phys. Rev. 37, 405 (1931).
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